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ABSTRACT

Fission yields induced in the 238U(n,f)'and 232Th(n,f) reactions have
been determined as a function of incident neutron energy (Ej,). The ratio
of 1 lsCd-to-1!*°Ba yields as a function of E n is analyzed in the present
paper by means of the equation Yi/Y2 = exp[2(ai(En+Ei)* -2(a2(En+E2>^] to
give values of a^, the level density parameter, and E^, the excitation
energy for Ej^O. The energies E^ are inteipreted on the basis of c.he
liquid drop model with shell and pairing corrections. Values are deduced
for the energy dissipated by viscosity effects in the descent from the
saddle point to the point where masses are fixed in the fissioning nucleus.
These values are 1.7 MeV for 232Th(n,f) and 4.8 MeV for 233U(n,f). These
values are consistent with the experimental observation that Vp is i>0.6
neutron greater for 2 3 9U fission than for 233Th fission and that strong
Odd-even (nucleon pairing) effects are found in the fragment total kinetic
energy distribution for Th fission but not for 23"*U fission. The low
dissipation energy values together with the low values of pre-scission
kinetic energy deduced by Gu.et, et al. [Nucl. Phys. A134 (1971)1] indicate
a shorter path from the saddle point of the fissioning nucleus to scission
than is generally assumed in theoretical calculations.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most perplexing problems in fission today is the degree of
adiabaticity in the descent of the nucleus from the saddle point to scis-
sion. That is, how much of the potential energy release from saddle to
scission appears as nuclear dissipation energy and how much appears as
pre-scission kinetic energy? Dynamic calculations [1-3] give a wide range
of values for the two energies depending on the initial assumptions made
concerning the dissipation mechanism, i.e., two-body viscosity, one-body
viscosity, etc. The problem remains since the scission configuration
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cannot be uniquely determined from experimental measurements of total
kinetic energy and excitation energy which are measured at essentially
infinite distances between the fragments.

Another experiment that in principle should provide information on
the amount of energy dissipated is the measurement of near-symmetric fis-
sion yields as a function of incident neutron energy (Ea). Analyses of
such yields have been made previously but with different objectives: to
measure the effect of angular momentum [4], the effect of excitation
energy [5], or the effect of the level density parameter [5,6]. The
measurement of such yields is part of a broader program to determine the
post-neutron-emission mass distributions for fissile and fertile nuclides
as a function of E n underway at Argonne National Laboratory for the past
several years. Experimental results are presently available for 238U(n,f)
[7,8] and 232ih(n,f) [9] with neutron energies from 1.5 to 8 MeV.

In view of the success of the quasistatistical scission-point model
of fission [10] in interpreting mass and total kinetic energy (TKE) dis-
tributions for a wide variety of fissioning systems, it is proposed that
the variation of the near-symmetric fission yeilds for 239U and 233Th
compound nuclei be explained in terms of such a model. It is assumed
that fission masses are fixed at some point between the saddle and scission
points and that a quasistatistical equilibrium is attained at this point.
Assuming the level density to be described by a Fermi gas, the density of
excited states to which the fission yield is related is given by [11]

N = k(E*) exp(2/aE*) , (1)

where E* is the excitation energy at the point where masses are fixed and
a is the level density parameter. The ratio of two fission yields is then

Y1/Y2 = (^(EO/kaCE*)) exp(2/aiE* - 2/a2E*) . (2)

The use of Eq. (2), which is also that used by Fong [11] in his statisti-
cal approach to nuclear fission, does not necessarily imply a situation of
complete damping in the descent of the nucleus from the saddle to the
point at which masses are final. Rather, it is assumed that a weak cou-
pling exist-S between collective and intrinsic states as described by
Norenberg [12].

The excitation energy E* is defined as

Ei - En + Bn - Bf " \m + EDIS + AESPi ^ [ - ( T . / T / ] • (3)

The first three terms are respectively the kinetic energy of the neutron,
its binding energy in the compound nucleus, and the fission barrier height
of the compound nucleus. All of these terms are known for 2 3 9U and 233Th
[13]. The liquid drop term ELDi. i s the energy required to form a pair of
fragments other than the symmetric pair since the latter is the favored
configuration in the liquid drop model. The value of this term is ob-
tained from liquid drop calculations. The quantity Epjg represents the
unknown amount of dissipation energy at the point where masses are deter-
mined. The AEgp^ term includes the microscopic single-particle corrections
for shell and pairing effects. The magnitude of the shell correction
determined in the scission-point model of fission is shown for neutrons
in Fig. 1 and for protons in Fig. 2 [10]. Although these corrections
are for independent fragments, they are comparable to the single-particle
shell corrections obtained with the two-center model [14]. The shell



corrections shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are for E^=0. The variation of the
shell correction with intrinsic temperature of the nucleus is shown in
Fig. 3 for neutrons at a fixed (0.65) 3-deformation [10]. These functions
were calculated with the approximation described by Jensen and Damgaard
[15]. The more simplified temperature correction, exp[- (,1±/1O)

2 ], given
in Eq. (3) is one suggested by Ziegenhain, et al., [16]. In this expres-
sion T = (E'l/a^)^ and TQ = 1.5 MeV. Although the pairing correction
exhibits a different temperature dependence [17] than do the shell cor-
rections, the latter are generally larger in magnitude. Therefore, since
one will not be able to distinguish between pairing and shell corrections,
a temperature-dependence correction suitable for the latter is applied.

Because of the temperature (or E£) dependence of AEgp^ and its
unknown relationship with En, the excitation energy E^ as defined in Eq.
(3) is some convoluted function of itself. Therefore, a series of
equations of the form of Eq. (2) cannot be solved explicitly for Ej. If,
however, AEgp-; varies slowly over the E^ range of the analysis, then a
least-squares fit to the data should yield reasonable values of E* and,
consequently, EQIS* •Cn t'ie Present paper we have assumed this slow
variation and that the values of AEgpi obtained are most relevant to the
mid-point of the EJJ range or M . 5 MeV.

2. EXPERIMENT

The experimental method is described more completely in Ref. [7].
Metallic foils of thorium or uranium were irradiated with essentially
monoenergetic neutrons produced by the Li(p,n) Be or 2H(d,n)3He reactions.
The induced fission product activities were analyzed by means of y-ray
spectrometry or radiochemical techniques. After applying appropriate
corrections for chemical yield or Y~raY abundance, detection efficiency,
decay, genetic relationships, and degree of saturation, absolute yields
were calculated by normalizing the resulting mass distributions to 200%
total yield.

The results of these measurements for near-symmetric fission masses
are shown in Fig. 4 for 2 3 9U and in Fig. 5 for 233Th. The results of
Ford and Leachman [4], Borisova, et aj^. , [5] and Adams, et_ a_l., [18] are
also shown in Fig. 4. The results of Turkevich, Niday and Tompkins [19],
Ford and Leachman [4] and Dubrovina, et_ aX., [6] are also shown in Fig. 5.
An average value of the 14-MeV neutron yields given by Crouch [20] and
Meek and Rider [21] is plotted in Fig. 5.

The yields (Y) of the near-symmetric fission masses increase rapidly
with EJJ for both 2 3 9U and 233Th with those for 233Th increasing more
rapidly initially. The onset of second-chance fission in 239U is marked
by a pronounced change in slope of the Y \rs. En curves and perhaps by a
slight dip. In 233Th a definite dip occurs at those energies where
second-chance fission becomes possible. The onset of third-chance fission
in both fissioning systems is marked by another change in slope of the Y
vs. En curves. In Fig. 6 the Y vs. Ej curves of the valley fission prod-
uct 115Cd are compared for both 7T3Th and 239U.

In contrast to the near-symmetric fission mass yields, those of
asymmetric masses near the peaks in the mass distribution decrease
slightly with increasing En for

 2 3 9U. This is shown for 99Mo in Fig. 4.
The yield behavior with En of the corresponding masses for

 233Th is more
complex as seen in Fig. 7. This shows that the yielas of masses more
asymmetric than the peak-yield masses increase sharply at the onset of



second-chance fission; whereas the yields of more symmetric masses decrease
sharply.

3. ANALYSIS

In analyzing the data, first-chance fission yields were calculated
for neutron energies at which both first- and second-chance fission could
occur. This was done by use of the measured fission cross sections (Op)
for 233Th [22] and 2 3 9U [23] as shown in Fig. 6. The measured yields at
these energies msy be written as

Y(En> " ̂ T W + ̂  VEn"£n>' <*>
where the subscripts I and II refer respectively to first- and second-
chance fission. The second-chance fission yield YJJ is evaluated in the
first-charce fission energy region (En-£n), where e n (̂ 6 MeV) is the sum
of the binding energy and kinetic energy of a neutron emitted from the
compound 2;!3Th or 2 U nucleus prior to fission. This analysis assumes
that the 1'Lssion yield from an excited 232Th or 2 3 eU nucleus.is the same
as that from an excited 233Th or 2 3 9U nucleus at the same incident neutron
energy, (E^-EJJ)• Values of Op-i were obtained by extrapolating horizon-
tally the fission cross section Oj. vs_. EJJ curve just prior to the onset of
second-chance fission. This gives values of 0.14 barn for 233Th and 0.56
barn for 2 3 9U. Such a procedure is fai-rly straightforward for 2 3 9U since
the fission cross section curve is a fairly flat plateau in the energy
region where only first-chance fission occurs. However, the fission cross
section curve for Th exhibits some structure in the energy region for
which only first:-chance fission occurs. There is, therefore, some
ambiguity associated with the value of 0.14 barn used for OJ-_J. Values
of: Oy_ji wera deduced by subtracting Oy-i from Op. Values of Yj were
then calculared by substituting the above quantities into Eq. (4). The
dashed curve in Fig. 6 indicates the calculated first-chance 1I5Cd yield
for 2:<3Th..

The ratia of 115Cd-to-llt0Ba yields for first-chance fission of ths
thorium and u.ranium systems are shown as circles in Fig. 8. Open circles
are the result of measured first-chance fission yields. Solid circles
are the result of first-chance fission yields deduced by means of Eq. (4).
For comparison the results of Dubrovina, et _al_., [6] for llsCd-to-89Sr
yields are givfn as open triangles for 23TTh. The results of Borisova,
i!i ll-» C5J f o 1 115Cd-to-%(99Mo + llt0Ba) yields are given as solid tri-
Ingles for',239U. Since the ratio of llf °Ba-to-89Sr yields averages 1.15
in f.he region where only first-chance fission occurs for 232Th [6] and
the ratio of "Mo-to-1 Ba yields averages 1.13 in the corresponding
rogion for 2 3 8U ,'5], the present data are seen to agree very well with the
data of Refs. 5 and 6.

Although Eq. (2) applies to yields of pre-neutron*-emission fission
fragments, it is assumed that the yields of the post-neutron-emission
fission products 115Cd and llf0Ba represent well the yields of pre-aeutron-
emission progenitors which are assumed for simplicity to be respectively
117Rh and * Xe. The respective complements of these fragments are: 116Rh
and 92Kr for 232Th(u,f) and 122Ag and 98Sr for 238U(n,f). .

In. applying Eq. (2) to the data sljown in Fig. 8 it was assumed that
the pre-exponential "actor ki(E*)/k2(E,) was equal to one. The leval
density parameter was. defined as a£=Af/C£, where Af is the mass of i:he



fissioning nucleus, and c^ is a constant "^10. The values of c^ were
constrained to be the same for both 233Th and 2 3 9U. This is reasonable
since, for lluXe (the 1I|0Ba progenitor), the shell effects are the same
for both fissioning systems (point K in Fig. 1) and the complementary
fragments are found at a $-deformation of 0.4 (near point B in Fig. 1)
[10]. Similarly, for ll7Rh (the U 5 C d progenitor), the shell effects are
the same for both fissioning systems at a 3-deformation of 0.7, and the
complementary fragments are found at the same deformation (to the right
of point D in Fig. 1). The larger deformations for the near-symmetric
fission fragments is indicated by the dip in the total kinetic energy
near symmetry observed in the fission of both 232Th [24] and 238U [25,26]
by energetic neutrons, assuming a small pre-scission kinetic energy. Re-
writing E*as E + E., Eq. (2) then becomes

1 - 2 ((Af /c^) • ( E ^

Application of Eq. (5) simultaneously to the uranium and thorium data
gave the preliminary least-squares best fits shown by the solid curves in
Fig. 8. Values of the parameters c^, a,-, and E^ obtained for 233Th and
23 U are given in Table I. The values of ai, a2, Ei, and E2 determined
for ? 3 9U are significantly smaller than the respective values of 31.1,
27.4, 3.6, and 7.1 obtained by Borisova, £t aj^., [5]. Their energies,
Ei and E2, are reported as "corresponding to•the fission threshold of
2 3 8U, that is, for En=l,5 MeV." Substituting their values into Eq. (5)
does not give a good fit tc the data. The least squares fit to the level
density parameter, a^, gives quite reasonable values of Af/9.59 and Af/11.35
for the symmetric and asymmetric mass splits, respectively.

Since E. = E. - E , Eq. (3) can be rearranged to give

E i " B n + B f + E L D i = E D I S - A E S P i ( T ) - (6>

The measured or calculated quantities on the left-hand side of Eq. (6)
are listed in Table II. The values of E^g-AEgp^T) at En M . 5 to 5 MeV
are also given in Table II. The values of AEgpl(T)-AEsp2(T) listed in
the table are obtained by subtracting the two values of EDis~AEgp^(T) for
a given fissioning system. To determine Epjg an estimate of AEgp^(T) is
needed. Values were taken from data described by the scission-point model
of fission [10] and are listed below the dashed line in Table II. However,
these calculated values are appropriate for E£=0. (The experimental values
are for E* - 4.5 + E± MeV.) Therefore, the calculated values were cor-
rected to correspond to the experimental excitation energies. The
temperature-corrected values, AEgp-^(T) and AEgpj(T)-AESp2(T) are given
in Table III. The calculated and experimentally derived values of
AESPl(T)-AESP2(T) agree to within 7% for

 233Th and 12% for 2 3 9U. This
agreement is rather gratifying in view of the uncertainties in the
Strutinski method for calculating shell effects for deformed nuclear
shapes [27] and the use of an independent fragment model [10] for their
derivation. To bring the calculated values of AESpi(T) into agreement
with the experimental values, the former were normalized to give the
experimentally derived values of AEgPl(T)-AEgp?(T). These values are
listed in Table III. Adding the normalized vaiues of AESPi(T) to the
values of Epjg-AEgp^(T) given in Table II yields Epjg values of 1.7 MeV
for 233Th and 4.8 MeV for 2 3 9U, a difference of 3.1 MeV.



4. DISCUSSION

A number of assumptions have been made in the above analyses that
affect the accuracy of the deduced E Dj S values for the

 233Th and ;39U
compound nuclei. Certainly one may question the applicability of the Fermi
gas level density at such low values of E£. Nevertheless, the data cannot
be fit with large values of Ejjjg. Therefore, the picture of complete
damping between the saddle point and the point where masses are fixed
appears to be eliminated. The values obtained for E~yg are also consistent
with the discussion on pairing in the scission-point model [10] which
attributes the strong odd-even effect observed in the TKE distribution for
the fission of 229Th with thermal neutrons, shown in Fig. 9 [28], to the
very low scission-point temperature expected in thorium systems.

The difference of 3.1 MeV between values of Epis r o r Z 3 9U and 233Th
is much less sensitive to the assumptions made and can, in fact, be seen
directly in the data before analysis (see Fig. 6). The 3.1 MeV ED1:S

difference between 2 3 9U and 233Th is also consistent with the difference
between v p for the two nuclides, which is M).c neutron for a given inci-
dent neutron energy [29]. Since the number of neutrons emitted per fis-
sion is a measure of E^jg plus the average fragment deformation energy and

239 2the difference in V between 239U and 2 Th is accounted for by the dif-
ference in EQJS, one may conclude that the deformation energies at the
scission point for these two fissioning systems are approximately equal.
Guet, ĵ t _al., [30] in a study of long-range alpha particles in 235U(n,f),
decide that only a compact scission shape with relatively low pre-scission
kinetic energy (<10 MeV) is consistent with their data. If pre-scission
kinetic energy is small, then the total kinetic energy is dominated by
the post-scission kinetic energy. The latter can be approximated by

(TKE)
Post '

 ZlZ2e2/D> <7)

where D is the distance between the charge centers at scission. Since
the total deformation energy is shown to be equal for Th and U,
then D should also be nearly equal for systems which are so similar. One
may therefore calculate the expected TKE differences for the most probable
charge divisions (Z = 54 and 38 for 2 3 9U and Z = 54 and 36 for 2 3 3Th).
This amounts to a 5.6% difference or ̂ 9 MeV for compact scission shapes
deduced by Guet, et^ al_., [30]. Experimental values of TKE are VL72.5
MeV for 2'59U [26] and ^163 MaV for 233Th [24], a 5.8% difference or 9.5
MeV. The 0.5-MeV difference between the calculated and experimental
energies indicates very little difference in the pre-scission kinetic
energy for the two fissioning systems. Since all dynamic calculations
that predict appreciable amounts of pre-scission kinetic energy indicate
a strong dependence on the parameter Z2/A1'3 in the actinide region of the
elements [31], one concludes that the pre-scission kinetic energy is
small, i.e., less than 10 MeV, consistent with Guet, et^ al̂ . [30].

In view of the experimental evidence we conclude that fission occurs
with small amounts of dissipation energy, small amounts of pre-scission
kinetic energy, and compact shapes at the scission point. Such a situa-
tion is incompatible with current dynamic calculations. Original one-body
viscosity calculations yield compact shapes but large amounts of E^jg and
essentially no pre-scission kinetic energy [3]. Two-body viscosity cal-
culations give very extended shapes with varying but always large amounts
of pre-scission kinetic energy [2,3]. In Fig. 10 is shown the potential
energy surface for ii6U as a function of neck constriction and total



elongation of the system. This figure was taken from the recent paper by
Negele, et^ a]^., [3] on fission dynamics. Two valleys in the potential
energy surface are apparent in the figure. The upper valley is quite
flat descending from the second saddle point and exhibits stability
against constriction of the neck. This valley leads to the extended
shapes at scission predicted by the two-body viscosity calculations. The
lower valley is associated with approaching fragments in heavy ion reac-
tions. It exhibits little stability against neck constriction and can
lead to more compact shapes at scission. A small ridge separates the two
valleys. At elongations greater than 17 fm (^2.25/AR^ units), the poten-
tial energy of the lower valley becomes less than that of the upper
valley. Also, the upper valley is very flat in the region of 17-18 fm,
exhibiting a slight saddle point. This is similar to the scission saddle
described by Norenberg [12] where the attractive forces of the neck
balance or even over-balance the repulsive Coulomb force. Davies, et al.,
[31] show that rupture occurs for neck thicknesses of ̂ 2 fm. Previous
calculations assumed that scission occurs for zero neck thicknesses.
The experimental evidence of small dissipation energy, small pre-scission
kinetic energy, and compact shapes together with the 2-fm neck thickness
indicate that scission occurs at 71 i. .68 and Q % 2.4, indicated by an x in
Fig. 10. This corresponds to a separation between charge centers of 17-18
fm. The approximate energy release from the second saddle to this scission
position for 2 3 6U is ̂ 9 MeV, in good agreement with the presently pro-
posed sum of dissipation energy and pre-scission kinetic energy for 2 3 9U.
It is suggested that dynamical calculations be undertaken to determine
whether the fissioning system can be diverted from the upper valley in
tha region of the third saddle point, i.e., 17-18 fm, to the lower valley
where scission can occur with parameters more consistent with those
derived from experiment.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1. Neutron-shell corrections calculated as a function of g-deforma-
tion and neutrcn number. The B-parameter is defined in terms of
the semimajor (c) a'-id semiminor (a) axes of a prolate spheroid
with c = kroA1'3(1+23/3) and a = kroA

1/3(l-B/3), where k is a
volume conservation factor. The contours are plotted as 1 MeV
intervals with the black regions (representing the strongest
shells) containing all values less than -4 MQV and the inner
white region (representing the weakest shell corrections) con-
taining all values greater than +2 MeV. From Ref. [10].

FIG. 2. Proton-shell corrections calculated as a function of B-deformation
and proton number. Contour strengths are described in the caption
for Fig. 1. From Ref. [10].

FIG. 3. Neutron-shell corrections at fixed deformation (B = 0.65) cal-
culated as a function of the temperature of the nucleus. Frou.
Ref. [10].

FIG. 4. Fission yields and cross section Op for fission of 2 3 8U by mono-
energetic neutrcns as a function of neutron energy. From Ref.
[7]. ;

FIG. 5. Fission yields of near-symmetric masses for fission of 232Th by
monoenergetic neutrons as a function of neutron energy.

FIG. 6. Fission yield of the valley fission product llsCd and .he fission
cross section O-p as a function of neutron energy for 2i>2Th(n,f)
and 238U(n,f). The dashed curve ( ) represents the first-
chance fission yield of n s C d for 232Th(n,f) calculated for
Ej, > 6 MeV.

FIG. 7. Fission yields of asymmetric masses for fission of 232Th by mono-
energetic neutrons as a function of neutron energy. The yields
of complementary masses are shown assuming three neutrons are
emitted per fission event.

FIG. 8. Ratio of symmetric-to-asymmetric yields for first-chance fission
of 233Th and 2 3 9U as a function of nautron energy. Circles are
present data and represent the ratio of nsCd-to-llf0Ba yields.
Open circles are for yields measured in the energy region for
which only first-chance fission occurs. Solid circles are for
yields deduced by the method described in the text. Open tri-
angles are the data of Ref. [6] and represent the ratio of 115Cd-
to-89Sr yields. Solid triangles are the data of Kef. [5] and
represent the ratio of llsCd-to-%(99Mo + 11>0Ba) yields. The
solid curves are fits to the present data by means of Eq. (5).

FIG. 9. Average total kinatic energy for thermal neutron induced fission
of 2 Th as a function of primary heavy-fragment mass. The
dashed curve in (b) shows TKE(A) values for the thermal neutron
induced fission of 2 3 3U multiplied by 0.944. The curve shown in
(a) represents thu differences between the two curves shown in
(b). From Ref. [28].



FIGURE CAPTIONS (Cont'd)

FIG. 10. Contours in the Q—rj plane of the microscopic-macroscopic
potential energy of U with zero spin-orbit interaction,
in units of MeV. The scission point suggested in the present
paper is denoted by an X. From Ref. [3]-



TABLE I. Parameters obtained for Eq. (5) in its fit
to first-chance fission data.

Parameter

c

a2=Af/c2

E

E?

232Th(n,f)

9.59 amu/KeV

1.35 amu/MeV

24.3 MeV"1

20.5 MeV"1

-0.5 MeV

2.6 MeV

23BU(n,f)

9.59 amu/MeV

11.35 amu/MeV

24.9 MeV"1

21.0 MeV"1

2.4 MeV

6.8 MeV



TABLE II. Energies used in Eq. (6).

Energy

B
n

Bf

ELD1

ELD2

E /

232Th(n,f)
(MeV)

4.935*

0.01°

2.72d

-0.5

2.6

0.995

6.805

2 3 8 U(n , f )
(MeV)

4 .733 a

6.15 b

0.0&e

1.91 f

2.4

6 .8

3.83

10.08

5.81 6.25

A ESP1 ( T ) J .69 ' 1.19

-5.62 -7.78

O k 6.3.1 8.97

"values determined from experimental masses given in
Ref. [13].

Experimental values given in Table II of Ref. [13].

^Calculated for a 117/116 mass split in 233Th.

Calculated for a 141/92 mass split in 233Th.

Calculated for a 122/117 mass split in 2 3 9U.

Calculated for a 141/98 mass split in 2 3 9U.

"Values from the present work assuaed valid for E %
4.5 MeV. n

Calculated by means of Eq. (6).

•""Calculated by subtracting values of E -AE (T) for
a given fissioning system.

Values based on the scission-point model of fission
described in Ref. [10].

Calculated by subtracting values of AE (T) for a
given fissioning system.



TABLE III- Temperature-corrected and normalized
values of the single-particle correction
energies.

Energy

A ESPI ( T )

AWT)

AEspl(T)-AE

23:>Th(n,f)
(MeV)

Temperature-corrected values

0.64

-4.79

Sp2(T) 5.43

239U(n,f)
(MeV)

1.04

-6.06

7.10

(calculated)

AEspl(T)-AEgp2(T) 5.81 6.25

(experimental)

Values normalized to the experinentally

derived value of AEs'pl(T)-AEsp2(T)

AEspl(T) 0.68 0.92

AESp2(T) -5.13 -5.33
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